Welcome Message from OIWITA-2012 Workshop Chair

We are very proud and honored to organize the workshop OIWITA-2012 (The 2012 International Symposium on Object-Oriented Intelligent Web Information Technologies and Applications), in conjunction with the AINA-2012 conference, in Fukuoka, Japan, March 26-29, 2012.

In the era of knowledge-oriented, the prosperous development of all intelligent web information technologies spreads world-wide and this condition makes vibrant changes for the operation and management in enterprises. The outcomes of application of all intelligent web information technologies obviously become important indicator of information technologies development at present. Furthermore, it also becomes the essential research issues in enterprises, official organizations and academic groups. Regarding with this special issue, the OIWITA-2012 was particularly explored as well as the related theory, and we hope to combine the theory with its practical applications so as to participate the conference and gain more experience from outstanding scholars from all over the world in addition to welcome other scholars to join us.

OIWITA-2012 aims to establishing a responsive, active, and valuable world-class academic forum for executives, managers, practitioners, and academicians from multi-agents, mobile agents, software agents, mobile environments, ubiquitous or pervasive environments, virtual organizations.

This year we received 19 submissions. All manuscripts underwent a rigorous peer-review process with three reviewers per paper. Only 6 papers were accepted for presentation and inclusion in the proceedings, comprising a 31% acceptance rate. Thanks to all authors who contributed to the success of this workshop.

We take this opportunity to thank all authors for their participation in this conference and for their valuable contributions. We also thank all of the Program Committee members for their valuable time and effort in reviewing the papers. Without their help and advice, this program would not be possible. Finally, we would especially like to thank the members of the IEEE AINA-2012 conference organizing team for their organization of the proceedings, the invitation of valuable speakers, and the social events. The conference and OIWITA-2012 would not have been successful without their great contributions.
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